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Abstract 
 

     In this paper we present numerical solutions by the fourth order implicit finite difference scheme 

to nonlinear Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations with a perturbed term. We discuss the accuracy 

and stability of the scheme. Numerical tests are used to assess the performance of the scheme. 
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1   Introduction 
 

The Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations describing a system of conserved scalar nucleus 

interacting with neutral scalar mesons coupled the Yukawa interaction [7, 15] 

 										� ���� 	+ 
������	+�	 
 ��� � 0	,																																                                                               (1) 

 ������  + ��  ���� � ������ +	 � |�|� � 0                                                                        (2) 									��   

  

with the initial-boundary   

  									���, 0� � �����,						��, 0� � 	����,      ��� 	��, 0� � 	����                                                   (3) 

 

where the complex-valued unknown function � � ���, �� represents a scalar nucleon field, the real 

valued unknown 	 � 	��, �� represents a scalar meson field, � � 0 is a parameter inversely 

proportional to the speed light and �, � are nonnegative parameters. When � � 1, � � 0,� � 0,	 
the system reduces to the standard Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations [5]. There was a series of 

mathematical study from partial differential equations for the Klein-Gordon- Schrödinger equations 

(1) and (2) in the last two decades. For the standard Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations, i.e. � � 1, � � 0 and � � 0. Fukuda and Tsutsumi [6, 7] established the existence and uniqueness of 

global smooth solution, Biler [3] studied attractors of the system, Guo [10] established global  
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solutions, Hayashi and Von Wahi [11] proved the existence of global strong solution, Guo and 

Miao [8, 9] studied asymptotic behavior of the solutions, Ohto [16] studied the stability of 

stationary states for Klein-Gordon- Schrödinger equations. For plane Solitary and periodic wave 

solutions  of The  standard  Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger  equations  we  refer  to [5, 12].  For the 

 

dissipative Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations, i.e. � � 1, � � 0	Guo and Li [10, 14], Ozawa and 

Tstsumi [17] studied attractor of the system and asymptotic smoothing effect of the solution. For 

the no relativistic. limit of the Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations we refer to [4,18]. 

 

In this paper we consider the Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations of the form 

 									� ���� 	+ 
������	+�	 � 0	,																																																					� ! � ! �"																	                        (4) 

 

      	�� ������  + �� ���� � ������ +	 � |�|� � 0,        											� ! � ! �"	                                     (5) 

   			���, 0� � �����,						��, 0� � 	����,      ��� 	��, 0� � 	����,						� # � # �"		                        (6)   

     

The Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations has two conservation laws when	�	 � 0  

(a) Wave energy 

  								$���: � & |���, ��|�'� � ()*+�																																																																													,-,                          (7)  

  

(b)  Hamiltonian 

 									.��� � & �� �	� 
	���	�� 
 	�� 
 |��|� � 2	|�|��'� � ()*+�,-,                                        (8)   

 

     In section 2 we derive the numerical solutions by the implicit finite difference scheme. In section 

3 we show that the scheme is of the fourth order in space and second order in time. In section 4 we 

show that the scheme is unconditionally stable. Numerical experiments for one soliton solution and 

two soliton solutions are used to assess the performance of the methods in section 5. 

 

 

2   Numerical method 

 
We compose the function ���, ��  in its real parts and imaginary parts by writing 

 									���, �� � 0���, �� 
 �0���, ��                                                                                                   (9) 

Also we set 

 									��, �� � 01��, ��,						� � 02��, ��                                                                                          (10) 
 

Substituting in (4) and (5) we get 

 								A� 	�4�� 
 A� ��4�5� 
 g�4�4 � 0                                                                                                (11) 

 

where 
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4 � 70�0�01018 , A� � 7 1					0					0					00				1					0					00						0						1						00					0						0						��8 , A� � 7 0					1					0					0�1				0					0					00						0						0						00					0				 � 1					08 		9�4� � 7 0							01					0					0�01				0					0					00							0					0					 � 1�0� 		� 0�			1				��	8 
 

 

2.1 Finite difference method 

 
     The x and t coordinates are discretized by a grid spacing h and a time step k. This gives the grid 

points �:;, *<� � �:, *� with m = 0, 1, 2, and n = 0, 1, 2, … =>?  is used to denote an 

approximation solution and  @>?  is used to the exact solution. We approximate the differential 

equation (11) by the finite difference scheme 

 

              
�A	 B�C�=>? 
 

�D�	  B� E1 
 ��� C��F-�   C��=>?GH� 
 IJ=>?GH�K=>?GH� � 0                    (12)  

where 

        =>?GH� =   
=LMNHG=LM 	�   

  										C�	=>? � UPQG� � UPQ   
 

         δ5�=ST � UPG�Q � 2UP	Q 
 =U-VW   

  

 

3    Accuracy of the Scheme 

 
    To study the accuracy of the scheme we replace the numerical solution  =PQ  by the exact solution 4mn   in (12). Doing this the proposed scheme will be of the form 

  

      
�ZB� E1 
 ��� C��F �4>?G� � 4>? � 
 �D�B�C�� E4LMNHG4LM� F 
 E1 
 ��� C��F[ E4LMNHG4LM� F � 0  

                                                                                                                                            (13) 

where   G (u) =g (u) u 

 
  Taylor expansion of all terms in (13) can be displayed as follows 

  						�	Z E1 
 ��� C��F �4>?G� � 4>? �						  																																� 		 �4�� 
 Z� ��4��� 
 \��� �]4���5� 
 \�A�2 �^4�� ��_  
O�h2, k�, h�k��                             (14)   							 							 ��\� δ5��4>?G� 
 4>? � � ��_�5� 
 Z� �]_�5���
 \��� �^_�5^ 
 A\��2 �c_�5^ ��
 O�h2, k�, h�k��                  (15)  

   							 					E1 
 ��� C��F d E4LMNHG4LM� F � d 
 Z� �[�� 
 \��� ��e�5� 
 D�A�2 �]e�5� ��
 Ofh4, k2, h2k2h                 (16)   
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Substituting from (14)-(16) in (13) we get  

  

   										T>? � EB� �4�� 
 B� ��_�5� 
 d	F>? 
 Z� ��� 	EB� �4�� 
 B� ��4�5� 
 d	F>? 

																		
 D��� ����� 	EB� �4�� 
 B� ��4�5� 
 d	F>? 
 D�Z�2 �]����� 	EB� �4�� 
 B� ��4�5� 
 d	F>? 		  

               + O�h2, k�, h�k��                                                                                                 (17)      

 By using the differential eq. (11) all terms inside the brackets are equal, then we have  

  										T>? � O�h2, k�, h�k��																																																																																																							                   (18) 

   

 Thus T>?   tends to zero as h, k  tend to zero, we deduce that the proposed scheme is a second order 

in time and a fourth order in space, it is consistent since the local truncation error 	T>?  tends to zero.    
 

 

4   Stability 

 
     To study the stability of the proposed scheme, the von Neumann stability analysis will be used. 

This method can only be applied for linear scheme. By freezing all terms which make the scheme 

nonlinear [1], [13], then eq. (11) has the form 

 							A� 	�4�� 
 A� ��4�5� 
∝ A14 � 0                                                                                                (19) 

 

where 

            A� � 7 0					1					0					0�1				0					0					00						0						0					 � 1/∝�1				 � 1				1/∝ 					��/l8, ∝� max	o0�, 0�, 01p    
 

    B� E1 
 ��� C��F �=>?G� �=PQ � 
 �� qB�C���=>?G� 
 =PQ � 
              

                           +  
Z∝�  B1 E1 
 ��� C��F �=>?G� 
=PQ � � 0                                                           (20) 

where    q � ZD� 
 

Assume that the solution of (20) of the form 

 						=>? � .	=rstuvD      where    � � √�1                                                                                     (21) 

 

be the test function, where x ∈ z, 	{� ∈ z, and . ∈ z2|2G being the amplification matrix. 

Substituting the test function (21) into (20), we get after some manipulation we get  

 					�}B� �~�B� 
~�B1�.?G� � �}B� 
~�B� � ~�B1�.?                                                       (22) 

 

where    ~� � �� q�,					~� � Z�l},					} � 1 � �1 +�*� vD� ,			� � �4+�*� vD�       
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Eq. (22) can be written in the form 

 						H?G� � �H?                                                                                                                               (23) 

 

where  � � �}B� �~�B� 
~�B1�-��}B� 
~�B� �~�B1� 
 

The von Neumann stability condition for the system (23) is the maximum modulus of the 

eigenvalues of the matrix � is to be less or equal to one. The eigenvalues of the matrix � are 

 										λ�  � �G���H-����-���H-���       	λ�  � �-���H-����G���H-���  
 

 

									λ1 �  	�-	��	�����G�����-2��G	�������G�����-2�     					λ2 �  	���-	�������G�����-2����G	�������G�����-2� 
It is clear that all the modulus of the eigenvalues of ��, 	��  is equal 1, while the modulus of the 

eigenvalues of  �1, 	�2  is less than1. Then the scheme is unconditionally stable which means that no 

restriction on the time step size k can be imposed, but we must choose it in such a way that we get 

accurate results. Since the scheme is also consistent, hence according to Lax theorem the scheme is 

convergent. 

 

 

5   Numerical experiments 

 
     In this section, we investigate the accuracy and efficiency of the scheme described in the 

previous sections. We choose an appropriately long interval�� , �"� � ��50,50�, we assume that � � 0 . The accuracy of the scheme is measured by calculating ��, �, -error of E and F norm 

which are defined as 

 									‖s���‖� � E;∑ ��f�� , �?h � ��?���-���� F,			‖s���‖, � :���������f�� , �?h � ��?�  

  										‖s�	�‖� � E;∑ �		f�� , �?h � 	�?���-���� F,			‖s�	�‖, � :��������	f�� , �?h � 	�Q�    
 

Trapezoidal rule is used to calculate the conserved quantities. We consider two cases single soliton 

and interaction of two solitons . 

 

5.1   Single Soliton  

 
     In this test we take the initial conditions as [2] 

 ���, �� � 1���-���� +s(;� � ����-���� �� exp ��  �� ¡,					            

                                                           			 									��, �� � 1���-����� +s(;� � ����-���� ��  

 

We take the parameters ; � 0.1, < � 0.01, ¢ � 0.5	 and		� � 0.1.  In Table 1 we see that the 

accuracy of the proposed scheme is high as we expected. In Table 2 we display the conserved  
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quantities, we see that they are nearly conserved. Figure1 and 2 show the evolution of single soliton 

of E and F respectively at � � 0, 1, … , 60  moving to the right. 

 ‖e�F�‖�  ‖e�F�‖,  ‖e�E�‖�   ‖e�E�‖,   T  

0.236770D-03 0.477993D-04 0.237727D-03 0.572711D-04 10  

0.219046D-03 0.417988D-04 0.357333D-03 0.730116D-04 20  

0.286181D-03 0.603355D-04 0.553094D-03 0.118407D-03 30  

0.296451D-03 0.599849D-04 0.712226D-03 0.144016D-03 40  

0.331379D-03 0.716163D-04 0.895466D-03 0.187006D-03 50  

0.371147D-03 0.770905D-04 0.105772D-03 0.212952D-03 60  

Table 1: Accuracy result of single soliton 

 

H D T 

-2.0264651 6.000000 10 

-2.0264652  6.000000 20 

-2.0264651  5.999999 30 

-2.0264652  5.999999 40 

-2.0264651  5.999999 50 

-2.0264652  5.999999 60 
Table 2: Conserved quantities of single soliton 

 

 
Figure1: Single soliton E 

 

 
Figure2: Single soliton F 
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5.2   Interaction of two solitons 
 
To study the interaction of two solitons. We take the initial conditions as 

 

						���, 0� � ∑ 32¨1�ε2qj2 +s(;2 ¬ 12¨1�ε2qj2 �� � ��®exp ¯� ¢�����2 °±²�V   

							��, 0� � ∑ 32�1�ε2qj2� +s(;2 ¬ 12¨1�ε2qj2 �� � ��®2j�1   

 
 

T D H 

10 12.51766974 -2.79912653 

20 12.51766953 -2.79912088 

30 12.51766973 -2.79947448 

40 12.51766946 -2.79940901 

50 12.51766845 -2.80120954 

60 12.51766282 -2.79850711 
Table 3: Conserved quantities of interaction of two solitons 

 

 

We take the parameters ¢� � 0.9, ¢� � �0.9, �� � �30.0, �� � 30.0  and � � 0.1.  In Table 3 we 

display the conserved quantities which are nearly conserved. Figure 3, 4 displays the interaction of 

two solitons of E and F respectively at  � � 0,1,… , 60 We noticed that the two waves interacting 

and leaving the interaction region without changed in shape and velocity. Figure 5, 6 displays the 

contour of interaction of two solitons E and F respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Interaction of two solitons E 
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Figure 4: Interaction of two solitons F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Contour of interaction two solitons E 
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Figure 6: Contour of interaction two solitons F 

 

 

6   Conclusions 

 
     We have studied the numerical solution of the Klein-Gordon-Schrödinger equations with a 

perturbed term by the finite difference scheme which is of fourth order in space and second order in 

time . The scheme is also unconditionally stable. We have noticed from the numerical experiments 

that the scheme produced high accurate results and keeps the conserved quantities are almost 

constants during the simulation. 
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